
 

 

New Mexico Youth Soccer Association is proud to announce that we are partnering with SOCCER.COM 
to launch an online Official Team Store for NMYSA ODP uniforms and  branded fan wear and gear. 

SOCCER.COM is a family-owned and operated soccer company with over 35 years of experience serving 
soccer players, fans and teams. As the leader in soccer team uniform delivery, SOCCER.COM will provide 
NMYSA with a user-friendly online team store ordering experience and ship uniforms right to your door. 
The NMYSA Official Team Store powered by SOCCER.COM will also include a customizable fan wear and 
gear selection, all backed up by world class customer service. 

As an added benefit, with all uniform purchases on our Official Team Store, all of our NMYSA members 
will receive a complimentary membership to SOCCER.COM’s Goal Club loyalty program, providing free 
shipping on all NMYSA ODP uniform orders over $99 and other exclusive club partner offers. As Goal 
Club members, all of our soccer families will also automatically get 10% off SOCCER.COM orders 
(excluding NMYSA uniform purchases) and earn points towards free gear.  

NMYSA is excited to partner with the world’s leading soccer specialty retailer to bring these additional 
benefits to our members. 

“My brother and I founded this company in our parents’ basement in 1984 to offer players and fans the 
gear we ourselves wanted and couldn’t find. We wanted to be a part of the game we love. Throughout 
the years, that mission hasn’t changed. We remain focused on how we can help players and their 
families have a great soccer experience.”  Mike Moylan, SOCCER.COM co-founder.  
 
Keep an eye out for a note from SOCCER.COM that will have more information about the company and 
how to access our new -  NMYSA  ODP Official Team Store the week of June 29th. 

We are thrilled about this new partnership and what it will bring to our Association. Cheers to growing 
our game together in 2020 and beyond.  

Best in Soccer – New Mexico Youth Soccer Association ODP Program.  

 

 


